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AGES
5+

INSTRUCTIONS
The battle of bean-bag skills that will thrill the whole family! Toss your bean bags into the cups-when your 3 are
filled you win! But what if your opponent’s ahead and ready to score? Just hit their UPSET Button and wipe them
out! Play it anywhere-it’s a real fun game for everyone!
OBJECT:
To be the first player to have at least one Bean Bag in each of their 3 cups.
MATERIAL:
1 Game Platform, 8 bean bags, 3 rubber bands, 4 plastic legs and 2 flags.
PLAY:
1. The first player tosses one of their Bean Bags at one of their colored cups on their side of the UPSET Playing
Platform, attempting to land the Bean Bag in one of their 3 cups. The other player then throws a Bean Bag at their
own side. Players continue to alternate tossing their Bean Bags. If 2 teams are playing, the players on each team
alternate tossing the Bean Bags.
2. When a player’s Bean Bag lands in any cup, they leave it there. If it lands in one of their cups it counts for them. If
it lands in one of their opponent’s cups it counts for their opponent. Any Bean Bags that miss the cups are taken back
by the player who tossed them. If a Bean Bag lands in a cup that already contains a Bean Bag, the player who threw
the second Bean Bag takes it back.
3. On each of their turns a player may either:
a. Attempt to toss Bean Bag into one of their own cups
OR
b. Attempt to hit the UPSET button on their opponent’s side with their Bean Bag which will rotate his
opponent’s cup arm and eject any Bean Bags in their opponent’s cups. (UPSET!)
If they eject the Bean Bags in their opponent’s cups, each player takes back any of their own Bean Bags that
were thrown out and the opponent resets the cup arm.
WINNER:
Players continue tossing Bean Bags until one player wins by having at least one Bean Bag, (theirs or their
opponent’s) in each of their 3 cups.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1.Attach rubber bands as shown below in Fig.1-3.

Fig. 2

Fig. 1
2. Attach feet as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3

3. Attach UPSET flags to posts at back of
game as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5

Fig. 4
4. Make sure cup rails are latched in
upright position shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6
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